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In" the" last"decade,"Canada"has"become" the"most" important"home" jurisdiction" for"mining"
companies" operating" globally." Certain" Canadian" NGOs," faith" groups" and" labor" unions1"
argue"that"these"activities"systematically"give"rise"to"conflicts"between"companies"and"local"






Part"B"by" introducing" the" social" and"economic" context" that" forms" the"backdrop"of" these"
efforts." This" consists"of"a"description"of" the"Canadian" foreign"mining" sector"and" some"of"
the" associated" social" conflicts." Extractive" activities" and" conflicts" in" Latin" American" are"
profiled"in"particular"given"the"significance"of"that"region"for"Canadian"mining"companies."
The"relevant"proposals"for"legal"reform"in"Canada"are"then"reviewed"in"Part"C"in"terms"of"
three" periods." In" the" first," federal" advisors"made" proposals" that" attempted" to" reconcile"


















To"date," the"Federal"government"has"declined" to"enact" legislation" that"would"specifically"
regulate"the"activities"of"Canadian"mining"companies"operating"abroad."In"the"absence"of"
such" a" regime," advocates" interested" in" pursuing" legal" recourse" in" Canada" are" presently"
engaging"with"an"ad"hoc"mix"of"private"and"public" legal"mechanisms"to"pursue"corporate"
accountability" on" behalf" of" affected" communities." The" present" article" is" part" of" a" larger"
project" that" examines" this" engagement" and" inquires" into" the" theoretical," political" and"
strategic" considerations" that"might" guide" this" activism." Among" the" broader" questions" at"
stake" is" that" of" the" nature" of" the" relationship" between" legal" form" and" substance" in" the"












industry." As" of" 2012," Canadian" stock" exchanges" listed"more"mining" companies" than" the"
exchanges" of" any" other" country" in" the" world" and" CanadianVlisted" companies" conducted"
about"40%"of"all"mineral"exploration"globally.3"This"market"activity"is"concentrated"on"the"
Toronto" Stock" Exchange" (TSX)" and" the" TSX" Venture" Exchange" (TSXV)," currently" home" to"
58%"of"the"world’s"publicly"traded"mining"companies.4"These"two"exchanges"are"also"the"
largest"source"of"equity"capital" for"global"mining"exploration"and"production."From"1999V
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"
Just"as"the"activities"of"these"companies"are"significant"globally,"they"are"also"important"for"
Canadian" capital" markets" generally." Among" Canada’s" goodsVproducing" sectors," mining"





Almost" half" of" all" mineral" exploration" projects" held" by" TSX/V" companies" are" outside" of"
Canada8" and" Latin" America" is" one" of" the" most" significant" regional" destinations" for" this"
investment."According"to"statistics"from"2009"and"2010,"approximately"50%"of"all"Canadian"
mining"assets"abroad"are"invested"in"Latin"America"and"the"Caribbean9"and"there"are"286"
TSX/V" listed"mining" companies" operating" in" South" America" alone.10"Moreover," Canadian"
mining"investment"in"this"region"appears"to"be"growing."In"2010,"companies"on"the"TSX/V"
raised"a" record" amount"of" capital" for" projects" in" Latin"America11" and" in" 2011"projects" in"




play" a" crucial" role" in" facilitating" the" investment" activity" that" drives" the" global" mining"
industry."In"this"context,"Latin"America"is"one"of"the"most"important"regional"destinations"
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with" sources" that" share"a" relatively"high"degree"of" consensus." The"activities"of"Canadian"
mining" companies" were" intensively" studied" by" the" Advisory" Group" of" the" Canadian"





economic"priorities;"benefit"sharing"with" local"communities;" ineffective" legal"systems"and"
the"potential"for"corruption.”13""
"
The"Advisory"Group"developed" this" list" in"part"on" the"basis"of" information"provided"by"a"
large" number" of" civil" society" organizations" in" Canada" and" internationally14" that" are"
dedicated" to" documenting" the" concerns" expressed"by" numerous" communities" located" in"
countries"where"Canadian"mining"companies"operate."This"grassroots"work" is"prolific"and"
in"many"cases" it" involves"allegations"that"are"highly"contentious."At"the"same"time," it"has"
given"rise"to"a"handful"of"legal"proceedings"in"Canada,"together"with"a"small"concentration"
of"academic"writing"and"empirical" research."Of"course"even"these"accounts,"presented" in"
the" formal" settings" of" law" and" academia," are" also" contested." To" date" no" court" has"
considered" a" case" based" on" its" substantive" merits" for" the" reason" that" mining" company"
defendants" have" successfully" raised" preliminary" objections" that" prevented" these" cases"
from"moving"forward.""
"
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The"most"famous"case"in"this"category"arose"from"an"environmental"catastrophe"caused"by"
the" collapse" of" a" tailings" dam" in" 1995" at" the" Omai" Gold" Mine" in" Guyana," owned" by"
Cambior.15"While" this" is" the" only" case" brought" in" Canada" to" date" on" the" basis" of" actual"
environmental" damage," there" is" documentation" of" growing" concern" for" potential"
environmental" damage." This" is" expressed" through" the" emerging" practice" of" the" local"
community" referendum," which" generally" consists" of" a" formal" opportunity," organized" by"
and"for"community"members,"to"vote"either"for"or"against"a"proposed"project."With"regard"
to"Canadian"mining"companies,"there"are"three"wellVdocumented"examples"to"date"in"Latin"
America" (in"Peru,"Guatemala" and"Argentina)," all" resulting" in" the"popular" rejection"of" the"
proposed" project.16"While" these" votes" have" occurred" in" the" context" of" varying" domestic"




and" consent" of" local" communities" to" mining" projects." This" in" turn" feeds" into" another"
significant" underlying" factor" in" Canadian" mining" conflicts" in" Latin" America," namely" the"
failure"to"respect"communal"and" individual" land"and"property"rights."While"allegations"of"
this" nature" are" numerous," there" are" several" cases"where" it" has" been" possible" to" collect"
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extensive"supporting"documentation."The"Marlin"Mine"in"Guatemala,"owned"by"Goldcorp,"
is"accused"of"failing"to"properly"consult"with"local"communities"prior"to"mine"development"
and" of" coercing" landowners" into" selling" their" property" to" the" company.18" Also" in"
Guatemala,"the"Canadian"owners"of"the"El"Estor"Mine"have"been"accused"of" ignoring"the"
land" claims" of" indigenous" communities" and" of" participating" in" the" violent" eviction" of"
community" members.19" Finally," the" La" Platosa" Mine" in" Mexico," owned" by" Excellon"
Resources," is"accused"of" failing"to"respect" its" land"rental"agreement"with" local"communal"
landowners.20"
"
These" bases" for" community" opposition" to" Canadian"mining" frequently" result" in" conflicts"
that" include" acts" of" violence" against" community" members," and" particularly" against"
prominent"leaders."It"is"alleged"that"in"2006"the"employees"of"a"private"security"company,"
contracted"by"Copper"Mesa,"attacked"unarmed"members"of"a"community"in"Junin,"Ecuador"
who" opposed" the" company’s" proposed" project.21" The" community" referenda" in" Peru" and"
Guatemala," referenced" above," were" both" accompanied" by" violence." Community" leaders"
were" assassinated" in" the" context" of" both" referenda," and" in" Guatemala" police" and" army"
officers" killed" an" individual" at" a" public" protest.22" In" relation" to" the" El" Estor" Mine" in"















Durango"State,"México"(29"May"2012)." "Excellon" is"also"accused"of"systematically"undermining"the"efforts"of" its"
employees"to"organize"a"democratically"elected"labour"union"through"acts"of"union"intimidation"and"violations"of"
workers’" rights" to" freedom" of" association." See" press" release" and" accompanying" documents" at:" Mining"Watch"
Canada," “Mexican" Workers," Landowners" File" Second" Complaint" Against" Canadian" Mining" Company" Excellon"
Resources”" Press" Release" (29" May" 2012)," available" online" at:" http://www.miningwatch.ca/news/mexicanV
workersVlandownersVfileVsecondVcomplaintVagainstVcanadianVminingVcompanyVexcellon" (last" accessed:" 1"
December"2012)."
21" Some" of" these" violent" confrontations" were" caught" on" film:" see" Malcolm" Rogge," Under# Rich# Earth," see"
documentary"website"at"<http://underrichearth.ryecinema.com/?page_id=114>." " They"were"also" the" subject"of"
an" unsuccessful" lawsuit" in" Canada:" Piedra# v.# Copper#Mesa#Mining# Corporation:" Statement" of" Claim," (3"March"
2009)," available" at:" http://www.ramirezversuscoppermesa.com/" (last" accessed:" 1" December" 2012);" Piedra# v.#
Copper#Mesa#Mining#Corporation,"2011"ONCA"191."
22"McGee,"The#Community#Referendum,"supra"note"16,"at"574."
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Guatemala," since" 1969" there" have" been"numerous" assassinations" of" community" leaders,"
most"recently"in"2009.23"The"El"Estor"Mine"is"also"the"focus"of"one"of"the"most"disturbing"
allegations" of" violence" against" a" Canadian"mining" company" to" date." It" is" alleged" that" in"
2007," police,"military," and" the"mine’s" security" personnel" raped" ten"Mayan"women"while"
undertaking"land"evictions"in"favor"of"the"company.24"""
"
These" microVlevel" accounts" of" the" use" of" violence" in" order" to" protect" the" interests" of"
Canadian" mining" companies" resonate" with" the" general" observations" of" international"
human" rights"bodies." In"2010," the"United"Nations"Special"Rapporteur"on" the"Situation"of"
Human" Rights" Defenders" reported" that" private" corporations" are" allegedly" impeding" the"
activities" of" human" rights" defenders" working" on" issues" related" to" the" exploitation" of"
natural" resources." The" Rapporteur" noted" instances" where" security" guards" employed" by"
mining" companies" allegedly" committed" acts" of" violence" against" human" rights" defenders"
concerned" with" the" negative" impacts" of" these" activities.25" Similarly," in" 2011" the" InterV
American"Commission"on"Human"Rights"observed" that" violence"against"defenders"of" the"
environment"has"become"more"pronounced"where"there"are"serious"tensions"between"the"
supporters" of" extractive" industries," and" those" sectors" that" resist" the" implementation" of"
projects"in"order"to"prevent"environmental"harm.26"
"
In" sum," the" legal" and" academic" accounts" touched" upon" in" the" above" review" can" by"
synthesized" in" terms" of" three" key" potential" sources" of" social" conflict" between" Canadian"
mining" companies" and" communities" in" Latin" America." First," conflicts" can" arise" were"
communities" suspect" actual" or" potential" environmental" damage." Second," conflicts" can"
originate" in" a" lack" of" consent" and" inadequate" community" participation" in" project"
development." Finally," violations" of" communal" or" individual" property" rights" and/or"
disregard" for" land" claims" may" lead" to" conflict." When" these" three" concerns" remain"
unaddressed"and"conflicts"occur,"there" is"a"risk"that"community"opposition"to"mining"will"
be"met"with"significant"violence"and"repression.""



















Communities’" concerns" and" the" associated" risks" of" violence" form" the" social" context" that"
has" compelled" civil" society" actors" to" advocate" in" favor" of" law" reform" in" Canada." While"
these" law" reform" efforts" are"multifaceted," they" have" nonetheless" been" dominated" by" a"
fundamental"struggle"between"two"models."Certain"civil"society"actors"have"advocated"for"
Canadian" government" regulation" and" enforceable" laws," while" certain" industry"




the" early" 2000s," can" be" understood" in" terms" of" three"main," yet" somewhat" overlapping,"
periods."In"the"first"period,"federal"government"advisors"proposed"regulatory"models"that"
attempted" to" reconcile" public" regulation" and" private" voluntary" governance" models."
Following" this," the" federal"government" introduced" its"CSR"policy" in" the" form"of"a"private"
voluntary"model" that" is" facilitated"by"designated"government"actors." In" the" third"period,"
federal" Members" of" Parliament" introduced" three" different" private" members" bills,"







After" civil" society" activists" succeeded" in" bringing" concerns" regarding" the" conduct" of"
Canadian" mining" companies" abroad" to" the" attention" of" federal" lawmakers," the"
Parliamentary" SubVcommittee" on" Human" Rights" and" International" Development" held"
periodic" hearings" into" the"matter." In" 2005," the" SubVcommittee" drafted" a" report" entitled"
Mining#in#Developing#Countries:#Corporate#Social#Responsibility,27#which"was"subsequently"
adopted" by" the" Standing" Committee" on" Foreign" Affairs" and" International" Trade" (SCFAIT)"
and"submitted"to"Parliament.""
"
The" SCFAIT" Report" called" on" the" Government" of" Canada" to" “put" in" place" stronger"
incentives"to"encourage"Canadian"mining"companies"to"conduct"their"activities"outside"of"
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Canada" in" a" socially" and" environmentally" responsible" manner" and" in" conformity" with"
international"human"rights"standards.”28"The"Committee"urged"that"such"measures"“must"
include”" conditioning" federal" government" financial" and" political" support29" for" companies"
on" their" adherence" to" “clearly" defined" corporate" social" responsibility" and" human" rights"
standards”.30"Further,"the"Committee"urged"the"government"to"“establish"clear"legal"norms"




that" they" promote." The" SCFAIT" Report" envisions" a" role" for" the" federal" government" that"
evaluates" mining" companies’" compliance" with" a" set" of" normative" standards," prior# to"
extending" political" or" financial" support." In" this" regard," it" defines" “financial" support”" as"
project" loans" made" with" public" funds," primarily" through" Export" Development" Canada."
Further,"the"Committee"proposes"that"this"preliminary"conditionality"be"accompanied"by"a"
complaint" or" investigation" mechanism" with" the" enforcement" power" to" ensure"
accountability," in" the" form" of" the" withdrawal" of" government" support," for" violations" of"
these" standards."Finally,"while" the"Report" references"CSR"standards," it’s"overall" language"
appears" to" propose" public" international" human" rights" law," such" as" international" human"
rights"treaties,"as"the"basis"for"developing"the"enforceable"standards"it"calls"for."""""
"
In" addition" to" proposing" a" public" regulation" approach," the" SCFAIT" Report" calls" on" the"
federal" government" to" actively" promote" the" enforcement" capacity" of" certain" private"
transnational"mechanisms."Specifically,"the"Report"calls"upon"the"government"to"advocate"
for" a" model" of" mandatory" compliance" with" regard" to" the," atVpresent" voluntary," OECD"
Guidelines" for" Multinational" Enterprises." It" also" calls" on" the" Government" of" Canada" to"
advocate" for" a" model" among" international" financial" institutions" (IFIs)" where" project"
financing"is"made"contingent"on"adherence"to"international"human"rights"standards.32""
"
In" response" to" the" 2005" SCFAIT" report," in" 2006" the" Department" of" Foreign" Affairs" and"
International" Trade" (DFAIT)" established" the" National" Roundtables" on" Corporate" Social"
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Responsibility" (CSR)" and" the" Extractive" Industry" in" Developing" Countries." To" support" the"
Roundtables," DFAIT" convened" an" Advisory" Group" of" experts" from" academia," labor," civil"
society,"the"socially"responsible"investment"community,"and"industry."After"participating"in"
roundtables" in" four" Canadian" cities," the" Advisory" Group" drafted" a" final" report" with"
consensus"recommendations"for"the"creation"of"a"CSR"Framework"by"the"Government"of"
Canada.33"According"to"one"Advisory"Group"member,"achieving"a"consensus"regarding"the"





The"model" of" regulation" ultimately" proposed" by" the" Advisory" Group" contained" two" key"
components" of" interest.35" First," it" involved" the" development" of" a" set" of" Canadian" CSR"
standards"of"conduct"and"reporting"obligations."However," it"circumscribed"the"sources"of"
these" norms" to" include" only" those" international" frameworks" that" result" from" “multiV
stakeholder" and"multilateral" dialogue”." This" caveat" refers" to"private" transnational" norms"
designed"with"the"joint"participation"of"civil"society"actors,"states,"and"industry."Concretely,"
the" Advisory" Group" sanctioned" the" International" Finance" Corporation" (IFC)" Performance"
Standards" and" the" Voluntary" Principles" on" Security" and" Human" Rights" as" the" only"
appropriate"sources"of"standards,"in"addition"to"the"OECD"Guidelines,"already"endorsed"by"
the"Government"of"Canada.36"As"such,"the"use"of"public"international"human"rights"law"and"





Second," the"Advisory"Group’s" proposed"model" included" a" factVfinding" and" accountability"
component" with" two" key" features:" an" ombudsman" and" a" review" committee." In" this"
concept," the" independent" ombudsman" office" would" be" empowered" to" investigate" and"
report" on" complaints" with" respect" to" Canadian" extractive" companies" operating" in"
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developing"countries.38"This" role"would" feed" into" the"mandate"of"a" tripartite"Compliance"
Review"Committee"with"the"power"to"consider"the"ombudsman’s"investigations"in"order"to"
make"determinations"and"recommendations"regarding"the"nature"and"degree"of"company"
nonVcompliance"with" Canadian"CSR" Standards." In" cases" of" serious" failure" to" comply," and"
when" steps" to" bring" the" company" into" compliance" had" failed," the" CSR" framework"
contemplated" that" the" Government" of" Canada" should" sanction" the" company" by"
withdrawing"financial"and/or"nonVfinancial"support.39"Like"the"SCFAIT"Report,"the"Advisory"








The"Government" of" Canada"waited" two" years" to" respond" to" the"Advisory"Group"Report."









improve" opportunities" for" economic" development." Second," it" endorses" four" voluntary"
transnational" performance" guidelines:" the" IFC" Performance" Standards," the" Voluntary"
Principles,"the"Global"Reporting"Initiative"(GRI),"and"the"OECD"Guidelines."Third,"it"creates"a"
Centre" for" Excellence" in" CSR," and" finally," it" creates" the" Office" of" the" Extractive" Sector"
Corporate" Social" Responsibility" Counselor," who" is" a" special" advisor" to" the" Minister" for"
International" Trade." This" Office" has" the" mandate" to" administer" the" policy’s" regulatory"
component.""
"
The" Office" of" the" CSR" Counselor" is" mandated" to" review" the" CSR" practices" of" Canadian"
companies" operating" outside" of" Canada" according" to" a" fiveVstep" process" that," upon" the"
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submission"of"a"request"for"review,"offers"eligible"parties"informal"mediation,"followed"by"
the"option"of" formal"mediation.41" It"states"that"an"“individual,"group"or"community”"who"
“reasonably" believes”" that" they" have" been" adversely" affected" by" the" activities" of" a"
Canadian" extractive" sector" company," for" the" reason" that" they" are" inconsistent" with" the"
endorsed"guidelines,"is"eligible"to"request"a"review."At"the"same"time,"a"Canadian"company"
can"submit"a"request"for"review"to"the"Office"if"it"“believes”"that"“an"identifiable"party”"has"
made" unfounded" allegations" against" it." In" both" cases" the" process" is" voluntary" and" the"
participants"can"withdraw"at"any"time."The"Office"states"that"its"process"is"not"adjudicative"
or" investigative," rather" it" aims" to" promote" dialogue," problem" solving" and" conflict"
resolution.""
"
The"Office"opened" in"March"2010"and"began" receiving" requests" for" review" in"October"of"
that"year."To"date,"the"Office"has"received"only"three"requests"for"review"in"two"years.42"A"
Mexican" NGO" and" labor" union" jointly" requested" the" first" review" in" relation" to" Excellon"
Resources."This"review"failed"to"yield"results"because"Excellon"abruptly"withdrew"from"the"
process"before"proceeding"to"the"dialogue"stage.43"The"Office"received"its"second"request"
for" review" from" organizations" in" Mauritania" concerned" about" First" Quantum" Minerals’"
mine,"but"it"closed"this"review"shortly"thereafter"at"the"“informal"mediation”"phase"for"the"
reason" that" the" requesters" had" not" pursued" the" available" “site" level" grievance"
mechanism”.44"Two"Argentinean"NGOs"The"Office"submitted"a"third"request"for"review"in"
relation" to"a"project"owned"by"McEwen"Mining."Like"Excellon,"McEwen"Mining"withdrew"
from" the" process" before" it" could" proceed" from" the" “information"mediation”" phase" to" a"
“facilitated"dialogue”.45"



























In" the"wake" of" the" voluntary" federal" CSR" policy" and" the" public" regulation" proposals" put"
forward" in" the" SCFAIT" and" Advisory" Reports," individual"Members" of" Parliament" became"
engaged,"introducing"three"different"private"members"bills"between"2009"and"2010."While"
each" of" these" intended" to" impact" the" accountability" of" Canadian" mining" companies"






Commons" before" it" was" narrowly" defeated" at" its" third" and" final" reading" in" October" of"
2010.47"Many"of"the"civil"society"organizations"behind"the"Bill48"had"also"participated"in"the"
National"Roundtables,"either"as"Advisory"Committee"members"or"by"making"submissions."
These" groups" made" enormous" efforts" to" garner" political" support" for" the" Bill" and" they"






international" environmental" best" practices" and" Canada’s" commitments" to" international"
human" rights" standards,"defined"as" standards"based"on" international" customary" law"and"
on" the" international"human" rights" conventions" to"which"Canada" is"party."Concretely," the"
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Moreover," BillVC" 300" proposed" a" complaint"mechanism" administered" by" the"Minister" of"









Bill’s" standards." Similarly," the" Bill" proposed" an" amendment" to" the" Canada# Pension# Plan#
Investment#Board#Act51"requiring"the"Board"to"take"the"standards"into"consideration"when"
investing"CPP"assets,"and"to"refrain"from"investing"in"any"corporation"whose"activities"have"
been" found" by" the"Ministers" to" be" inconsistent" with" the" standards." Finally," through" an"
amendment" to" the"Department# of# Foreign# Affairs# and# International# Trade# Act,52" the" Bill"
further" required" DFAIT" to" undertake" its" duty" to" coordinate" Canada’s" international"
economic"relations"and"its"efforts"to"expand"Canada’s"international"trade"and"commerce"in"
a"manner"consistent"with"the"standards."It"also"required"DFAIT"to"refrain"from"promoting"
or" supporting," beyond" the" provision" of" ordinary" consular" services," mining," oil" or" gas"
activities" that" are" inconsistent" with" the" standards" set" out" by" the" Bill." Based" on" the"
foregoing,"it"is"clear"that"Bill"CV300"was"modeled"after"the"proposals"in"the"SCFAIT"and"the"
Advisory" Group" Reports," while" at" the" same" time" expanding" their" regulatory" scope" to"
include"CPP"investments"and"human"rights"standards.""""
"
The" second" private"member’s" Bill" in" the" realm" of" CSR" in" Canada" is" Bill" CV323,"An#Act# to#
amend#the#Federal#Courts#Act#(international#promotion#and#protection#of#human#rights).53"
New"Democratic"Party" (NDP)"Member"Peter" Julian" first" tabled" this"bill" in"2009,"but"after"
the"defeat"of"Bill"CV300,"he"reVintroduced" it" to"Parliament"again" in"2011.54"The"Bill"would"
extend" the" jurisdiction" of" the" Federal" Court" and" Federal" Court" of" Appeal" to" include" civil"
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claims" brought" by" nonVcitizens" who" allege" a" violation," committed" in" a" foreign" state" or"
territory,"of"international"law"or"of"a"treaty"to"which"Canada"is"a"party."The"Bill"would"then"
place" the"burden"on" the"defendant" to"prove" that" the"Courts" should"not" take" jurisdiction"






that" endeavors" to" purchase" minerals" that" originate" in" a" designated" group" of" African"
countries."The"Bill"would"require"companies"to"undertake"certain"due"diligence"practices"to"
ensure" that" the" purchase" of" these" minerals" does" not" directly" or" indirectly" provide"









transnational" corporations" and" other" business" enterprises," describes" the" “business" and"
human"rights"predicament”"in"terms"of"a"“governance"gap”.58"His"usage"of"this"term"refers"
to" the" distance" between" the" scope" and" impact" of" economic" forces" and" actors," and" the"
capacity"of"societies"to"manage"their"adverse"consequences."On"the"other"hand,"Catherine"
Coumans," the" Research" Coordinator" of" the" NGO" MiningWatch" Canada,59" describes" the"
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same" set" of" concerns" in" terms" of" the" “effective" impunity”" of" the" transnational"
corporation.60" Coumans’" concept" is" defined" as" those" circumstances" where" the"
governments"of"the"jurisdictions"where"companies"operate"(host"states)"do"not"hold"them"
to"account"for"their"human"rights"violations,"and"the"governments"of"the"countries"where"
companies" are" headquartered" (home" states)" lack" the" political" will" to" regulate" them" or"
provide"the"conditions"for"legal"accountability"for"these"violations."Interestingly,"the"term"




The" above" examples" are" only" two" of" many" that" underscore" the" fact" that" there" is" no"
consensus" on" how" to" describe" the" legal" and" regulatory" problematic" generated" by"
transnational" corporate" activity," with" the" Canadian"mining" industry’s" foreign" operations"
given"as"one"example."Indeed,"how"one"frames"the"problem"involves"making"choices"that"
lead" to" different" political," policy" and" legal" proposals." Thus," there" are" at" least" two"
interrelated"arenas"for"debate"on"the"subject."The"first"is"a"conceptual,"or"even"epistemic,"






debate" in" Canada" and" the"manner" in"which" this" debate"has"manifested" in" the"particular"





This"method"of" inquiry" illuminates" the" fact" that,"while"on"a"political" level" it"appears" that"
the" regulatory" struggle" in" Canada" has" taken" place" between" those" who" advocate"
enforceable" standards" and" those"who" support" exclusively" voluntary" commitments;" there"
are"also"important"conceptual"differences"and"assumptions"in"the"use"of"private"and"public"
law"among" the"proposals" for" enforceable" standards."As" such," the"proposals" described" in"
the" previous" section" are" analyzed" in" terms" of" three" main" categories:" (1)" public" law"
regulatory"approaches,"(2)"voluntary"approaches,"and"(3)"private"law"litigation"approaches."
#


























Of" the" three" public" regulation" proposals," the"Advisory"Group"Report" is" the"most" explicit"
and" descriptive" on" the" standards" issue." The" previous" section" described" how" this" Report"
explicitly"excluded"public"international"human"rights"law"as"a"source"of"standards"in"favor"
of"transnational"norms"that"originate"from"multiVstakeholder"international"processes.62"The"
Report" confirms" that" this" recommendation"was"a"difficult" concession" for" the"civil" society"
members" of" the" Advisory" Group." These" members" criticized" standards" originating" from"
investment" institutions," such"as" the" IFC"Performance"Standards," as" “riskVbased"principles"
developed"by"a"financial"institution"and"accepted"by"corporations”.63"Civil"society"members"
would"have"preferred" standards"derived" from"human" rightsVbased"principles" reflected" in"
globally"endorsed"United"Nations"treaties.64""
"
In" response" to" these" concerns," the"Advisory"Group"Report" stated" that" the"application"of"
transnational" standards"must" “observe" and"enhance" respect" for”" the"principles"of" public"
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international"human"rights" law"“that"are"within"the"sphere"of"control"of"companies”.65" In"
other"words,"the"standards"contemplated"by"the"Advisory"Group"must"be"consistent"with"
only" those" human" rights" principles" that" are" in" Canadian" mining" companies’" sphere" of"








At" first"brush," it"would"seem"obvious"that"companies"should"not"be"held"accountable" for"
issues" that" are"outside"of" their" “sphere"of" control”." Yet" this" simple"proposition"obscures"
the" fact" that" the" question" of" the" scope" of" the" human" rights" obligations" of" transnational"
companies"under"international"law"is"extraordinarily"complex"and"contentious."This"precise"
issue" has" polarized" several" decades" of" efforts" at" the"United"Nations" to" create" a" code" of"
conduct"on"the"subject.67"By"adopting"the"caveat"“sphere"of"control”,"the"language"of"the"
Advisory" Group" Report" lends" itself" at" best" to" a" contractual" conception" of" companies’"





create" a" Canadian" CSR" standard" that" stands" in" contradistinction" to" the" Advisory" Group"
Report’s"circumscription"of"the"role"of"international"human"rights"norms."However,"on"this"
subject," the" SCFAIT" Report" makes" only" general" recommendations." It" simply" states" that"
company"conduct"should"conform"to"clearly"defined"international"human"rights"principles"
and" corporate"social" responsibility"standards.68 Bill"CV300"provides"some"additional"detail"
as" to" how" such" a" combined" standard"might" be" constructed." Its" declared" objective" is" to"
ensure" that" Canadian" mining" companies" operate" in" a" manner" that" is" consistent" with"
Canada’s"obligations"under"international"human"rights"law."However,"in"creating"a"human"
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rights" standard" to" meet" this" objective," Bill" CV300" aims" to" incorporate" the" same" set" of"
multisectoral" transnational" standards" that" were" given" priority" in" the" Advisory" Group"
Report," namely," the" IFC" Performance" Standards" and" the" Voluntary" Principles." As"
mentioned"earlier," the" IFC"Standards"are"designed" to"govern" the" terms"of" the" loans" that"
the"IFC"provides"to"private"enterprises"investing"in"developing"countries.""
"
The" prospect" of" melding" this" set" of" private" transnational" standards" with" international"
public" law" human" rights" principles" is" an" interesting" endeavor." Unfortunately," like" the"
Advisory" group" Report" recommendations," Bill" CV300" was" not" implemented," making" it"
difficult" to" conceptualize" how" this" might" occur" in" practice." Thus," these" unfulfilled" law"
reform" projects" leave" a" number" of" unanswered" questions," which" are" briefly" articulated"
here."First,"it"is"unclear"what"an"integrated"private/public"standard"might"achieve,"beyond"
what"is"already"accomplished"by"international"public"law"norms."This"question"arises"given"




Group." CSR" standards" are" designed" to" be" compatible"with" protecting" and" advancing" the"
interests" of" investors,"while" international" human" rights" standards"were" created" to" grant"
protections"to"all"individuals."This"raises"the"question"of"how"standards"rooted"in"different"
normative" logics"might" be" combined," and"what" logic"might" orient" the" resulting" blended"
standard." For" example," how" would" the" interests" of" communities" affected" by" mining"
operations" be" reconciled" with" those" of" the" investors" in" the" design" of" this" blended"
standard?""
"
This" question" leads" to" another" important," and" related," area" of" analysis," namely" the"
relationship" between" the" standards" and" objectives" articulated" in" these" regulatory"






of" these" obligations" to" include" communities" adversely" affected" by" Canadian" mining"
companies"operating"abroad."In"sum,"the"Canadian"state"would"have"an"obligation,"created"
by" the" regulation," to"ensure" that" its" companies"do"not" violate" the" rights"of" communities"
abroad,"as"articulated"by"the"international"treaties"that"Canada"is"signatory"to.69""
"








ensure" that" companies" respect" human" rights," and" the" standards" imposed" on" companies"
are" human" rights" standards." Thus," standards" and" objectives" are" crucial" to" the" design" of"





Turning" then" to" the" issue" of" sanctions," the" SCFAIT," Advisory" Group" and" Bill" CV300" all"
concentrate" on" the"withdrawal" of" federal" government" financial" and" political" support." As"
the"first"proposal," the"SCFAIT"Report"set"a"template" in"this" regard"that"was"subsequently"
followed"by"the"other"two"proposals."While"the"SCFAIT"Report"puts"forward"a"model"that"
targets" the" institutional" financing" of" Canadian" mining" companies," it" refers" to" only" two"
sources" of" financing:" private" sources" originating" from" international" financial" institutions"
(IFIs)," and" public" financing" from" funds"managed" by" the" Canadian" government," primarily"





What" is" notable" about" SCFAIT’s" adoption" of" financing" as" a" method" of" sanction" is" the"
narrowness" of" its" focus," as" in" fact" the" most" significant" areas" of" company" financing" are"
absent" from" the" Report." There" is" no" question" that" the" accumulation" of" capital" through"
financial" markets" in" Canada" is" the" largest" source" of" financing" for" Canadian" mining"
companies," as" outlined" above." At" $58" billion" in" 2010,70" the" outward" investments" of"
Canadian"mining"companies"dwarfs"the"total"investments"of"EDC"in"the"entire"commercial"
extractive" sector," at" $14.6" million" in" the" same" year.71" Yet" the" SCFAIT" Report" does" not"
consider"Canadian"capital"markets"whatsoever.""
"
Ostensibly," this" is" because" the" Report" is" concerned" only" with" the" federal" government’s"
“political" and" financial" support”" for" Canadian" mining" companies." If" so," the" Report’s"
rationale"is"predicated"on"the"assumption"that"government"political"and"financial"support"
does"not"occur"in"and"through"the"private"sphere,"or"in"other"words,"that"financial"markets"
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exist"autonomously"of"state"decisions,"actions,"and"interventions.72"By"rending"invisible"the"
multidimensional" role" of" government" in" the" creation," maintenance" and" promotion" of"




Report’s" related" conception" of" the" public" sphere" and" the" scope" of" moral" responsibility"
attributable"to"the"state."As"described"above,"the"Report"focuses"almost"exclusively"on"the"
financing" provided" by" EDC," a" corporation" created" and" owned" by" the" Government" of"
Canada." The"Minister" for" International" Trade" appoints" EDC’s" board"members,"who"must"
report" to" Parliament" annually" on" the" fulfillment" of" EDC’s" primary" objective," which" is" to"






financing" agreement." Seen" as" such," the" role" of" the" state" as" a" regulator" is" reduced" to" a"
private"market"actor"in"that"the"scope"of"its"regulatory"authority"is"dictated"by"its"market"
relationships," in" this" case" as" an" issuer" of" loans." Given" that" human" rights" and" other"
normative" concerns" form" the" objectives" of" SCFAIT’s" proposed" regulatory" approach" (as"
discussed" above)," this"method" of" sanction" serves" to" equate" the" state’s" sphere" of"moral"
responsibility" with" the" circumstances" of" its" direct" financial" interests." Thus," this" public"
regulation"approach"is"“marketVbased”"in"the"sense"that"the"state,"while"apparently"acting"
as" a" public" regulator," regulates" only" its" own" marketVbased" relationship" with" private"
commercial"actors."
"
The" Advisory" Group" Report" maintained" the" SCFAIT" Report’s" underlying" assumptions"
regarding" the" nature" of" the" private" and" public" sphere" and" their" relationship." Like" the"
SCFAIT" Report," it" focuses" on" conditioning" the" federal" government’s" project" financing,"
primarily" through"EDC."However," it" somewhat"minimizes" the" regulatory" role"proposed" in"
the"SCFAIT"Report"in"that"it"does"not"contemplate"a"requirement"that"projects"be"screened"
                                            
72 For some examples of contributions that attempt to reveal the political/policy decisions involved in 
creating different aspects of the market, see David"Kennedy,"Some Caution About Property Rights as a 






74 Export Development Act, supra note 50, at ss. 3-5, 10, 11. 
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prior" to" financing.75" Rather," it" specifies" that" financing" may" only" be" withdrawn" after" a"
complaint" process" is" completed," and" compliance" efforts" are" exhausted." Further," the"
Advisory" Group" does" not" take" up" the" SCFAIT" recommendation" to" pressure" international"
financial"institutions"to"enhance"the"enforcement"of"CSR"standards.""
"
On" the" other" hand," the" Advisory" Group" shares" the" SCFAIT" recommendation" to" use" the"
withdrawal" of" political" support" as" a" potential" sanction." It" elaborates" on" the"meaning" of"
political" support," which" was" not" expounded" on" in" the" SCFAIT" Report," and" defines" it" as"
support" from"trade"missions"that"goes"beyond"ordinary"consular"services"by"promoting"a"
Canadian"company"or"its" interests"in"a"foreign"country."In"sum,"the"strength"of"the"public"
regulatory" role" in" the" Advisory" Group" Report" is" somewhat" weaker" than" in" the" SCFAIT"
proposal," support" for" the" enforcement" of" transnational" norms" is" removed," and" the"
meaning"of"political"support"is"defined.""
"
On" the" subject"of" sanction"and" financing," the" regulatory"vision"of"Bill" CV300"most" closely"
resembles" that"of" the"SCFAIT"Report." It" contemplates" imposing"a"proactive"obligation"on"
EDC"to"screen"projects,"together"with"the"withdrawal"of"access"to"EDC"financial"services."It"
further"adds"specific"provisions" for" the"withdrawal"of"Canadian"political"support,"building"
on" the" definition" set" out" in" the" Advisory" Group" Report." However," Bill" CV300" moved"
significantly" beyond" both" Reports" in" that" it" introduces" an" additional" form" of" sanction"
through"the"requirement"that"investments"be"screened,"and"that"CPP"funds"be"withdrawn"
from" Canadian"mining" companies" found" responsible" for" human" rights" violations" abroad."
This" step" is" momentous" in" terms" of" its" potential" economic" ramifications." The" CPP" is"
unquestionably" the" largest" institutional" investor" in" Canada.76" As" of" June" 2012," the" CPP"
Fund"was"valued"at"$165.8"billion,77"affording" it"a" level"of" investment"power" that"dwarfs"
that"of"EDC,"with"a"cap"of"authorized"capital"set"at"$3"billion.78""
"
Normatively," Bill" CV300’s" proposal" would" have" transformed" the" CPP" Board’s" current"
framework" for" investment" decisionVmaking." At" present" the" Board," like" all" other" public"
sector" pension" fund" investment" boards" in" Canada," operates" in" a" legal" framework" that"
allows" it" to" take" social" and" environmental" considerations" into" account" in" its" investment"
decisions" only" to" the" extent" that" they" threaten" to" negatively" impact" a" company’s"
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profitability.79"The"Board"explicitly"states"that"it"does"not"screen"its"investments"based"on"
these" concerns" alone" for" the" reason" that" doing" so"would" either" increase" risks" or" reduce"




significant" incursion" of" human" rights" concerns" into" the" market" place." While" legislative"
measures"of"this"nature"are"not"unprecedented"globally,"they"would"have"been"the"first"of"
their"kind"in"Canada.81"Albeit"only"in"the"realm"of"CPP"investments,"Bill"CV300"advances"the"
proposition" that" the" state" may" impose" human" rights" (moral)" parameters" onto" private"
investment"decisionVmaking"processes"that"are"not"necessarily"compatible"with"optimizing"
investors’"returns."In"what"sense"are"these"decisions"private?"Of"course"the"CPP"is"a"public"
pension" fund," and" like" the" EDC," the" CPP" Board" is" a" Crown" corporation," accountable" to"
Parliament," though" in" this" case" it’s" members" are" appointed" by" the" federal" Minister" of"
Finance.82"However," there" is"a" significant" conceptual"difference"between" the"proposal" to"
withdrawal"EDC" loan"support"and"the" idea"of"constraining"CPP" investments."The" latter"of"
these" expands" the" scope" of" the" state’s" moral" and" regulatory" concern" to" include" the"
decisions"made" by" the" investment" administrators" of" Canada’s" national" pension" fund" on"
behalf" of" pension" plan" beneficiaries." Whereas" in" the" case" of" EDC" the" state’s" financial"
























82 Canada Pension Plan Investment Act, supra note 78, at ss. 2, 3, 10. The Board is also accountable to 
provincial Ministers, see s. 50. 















Moreover," where" problematic" mining" operations" have" occurred" or" continue," the"
withdrawal"of" these" forms"of" financial" support"provides"no"apparent" remedy" to"affected"
communities,"who"are"nonetheless" the"presumed"rightsVholders" in" the"regimes"proposed"
by"the"SCFAIT"Report"and"Bill"CV300."Given"the"robust"standards"and"objectives"created"by"
these" two"proposals" in"particular," it" is"conceptually"unclear"why"the"scope"of" the" federal"
government’s" regulatory" authority" and"moral" concern" should" be" limited" to" its" role" as" a"
lender" through"EDC,"or" as" the" facilitator"of" pension" investments" through" the"CPP."While"
these" roles" are" no" doubt" important" and" carry" economic" and"moral" weight," they" do" not"








Reports," toward" an" approach" based" entirely" on" multisectoral" norms" and" voluntary"
commitments." First," while" the" CSR" policy" adopts" the" private" transnational" standards"
recommended"in"the"Advisory"Group"Report,"it"omits"any"reference"to"public"international"
human" rights" law." Second," it" disregards" both" Reports’" recommendations" to" create" an"
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civil" society" actors," it" predominantly" selects" norms" that" originate" from" private" sources,"
developed"in"a"riskVbased"investorVoriented"framework.83"The"dominance"of"such"norms"in"
the"federal"CSR"review"process"would"seem"to"be"at"odds"with"the"fact"that"the"civil"society"
actors"who"are" intended" to"use" the"process"are"generally"not" in" an" investor" relationship"







by" enhancing" their" ability" to" manage" social" and" environmental" risks.”85" It" is" difficult" to"
comprehend"how"the"Office"of"the"Counselor"might"be"impartial"when"it"also"forms"part"of"
an" overarching" policy"with" the" primary" objective" of" improving" the" situation" of" Canadian"
companies."The"policy"contains"no"counterVbalancing"objective"oriented"toward"improving"
the"situation"of"those"actors"who"might"be"adversely"affected"by"companies.86"Rather,"the"
language" employed" to" articulate" the" policy’s" purpose" suggests" that" it" considers" that" the"
concerns" of" communities" and" individuals" that"might" be" raised" in" the" review"process" are"
“risks”" that" must" be" “managed”" for" the" benefit" of" the" company." Thus," although" at" a"
technical" or" procedural" level" the" review" process"may" appear" to" be" “fair”" or" “impartial”,"
when"placed"in"the"context"of"its"overall"policy"objectives,"this"become"debatable."
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"
The" claim" to" fairness" and" impartiality" is" further" called" into"question"by" the" terms"of" the"
mediation" services"offered."The"CSR"policy"allows"a" company" to" request"a" review"of" civil"
society" actors"who" it" “believes”" have" raised"unfounded" allegations." To"date" this" form"of"
review" is" unprecedented" in" a" CSR"mechanism." On" its" face," it" appears" to" be" based" on" a"
formal"proceduralist"concept"of"fairness"in"the"sense"that"it"allows"either"opposing"party"to"
complain"about" the"other."However," this"gesture" toward"equal" treatment" is" immediately"
complicated"by"the"policy’s"language"describing"parties’"eligibility"for"the"review"process."It"




Most" significantly," the" federal" CSR"approach"diverges"dramatically" from" the"definition"of"





actors" are" understood" as" a" source" of" risk" to" companies" to" the" extent" that" they" express"
either"good"faith"concerns"or"unfounded"allegations"regarding"company"behavior."Notably,"
in" the" view" of" the" federal" government," this" latter" source" of" risk" is" such" a" significant"
problem"that"it"merits"state"intervention"in"the"form"of"the"review"process"and"mediation"
service"offered"by"the"Office"of"the"CSR"Counselor."This"is"surprising,"not"only"because"this"
issue" is" not"mentioned" in" either" the" SCFAIT" or" the" Advisory" Report," but" also" because" it"
presumes" that" companies" lack" other" adequate" avenues" for" raising" concerns" of" this"
nature.89""
"
In" sum," the" federal"CSR"policy"appears" to"completely" invert" the"orientation"of" the"public"
regulation"proposals."Rather"than"reflecting"a"concern"for"the"human"rights"consequences"
of"Canadian"mining"activities"for"local"communities,"it"conceives"of"these"communities"and"
other" civil" society" actors" as" a" potential" source" of" risk" to" Canadian" mining" companies’"
                                            
87"The"Office"of"the"Extractive"Sector"Corporate"Social"Responsibility"Counsellor,"Government"of"Canada,"Rules#of#
Procedure# for# the#Review#Mechanism#of# the#Office#of# the#Extractive#Sector#Corporate#Social#Responsibility# (CSR)#
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success"and"profitability."This"view"might"explain"why"the"Office"of"the"CSR"Counselor"has"






It" should" be" noted" that" the" federal" CSR" policy" is" also" the" subject" of" Bill" CV571." This" Bill"
intends"to"create"a"special"focus"within"the"mandate"of"the"CSR"Counselor"on"the"specific"
issue" of" companies’" possible" complicity" with" illegal" armed" groups" in" certain" African"








gives" the" Federal" Court" and" Federal" Court" of" Appeal" jurisdiction" over" a" violation" of"
international" law" committed" in" a" foreign" state" against" someone" who" is" not" a" citizen" of"
Canada."While"the"scope"of"this"Bill"clearly"goes"beyond"this"paper’s"focus,"for"the"purposes"
of"the"subject"matter"at"hand," it"would"entail"that"a"community"or" individual" in"a"foreign"
state" could"bring" a" private" action" in" Canada" against" a" Canadian"mining" company" for" the"
violation" of" its" rights," as" recognized" by" the" international" human" rights" treaties" to"which"
Canada"is"party."In"fact,"based"on"the"political"support"being"marshaled"for"Bill"CV323,"the"
application" of" the" Bill" to" the" Canadian" mining" sector" is" actually" one" of" its" primary"
objectives.90""
"
Like" Bill" CV300" and" the" SCFAIT" Report," Bill" CV323" intends" to" impose" international" human"
rights" law" obligations" directly" onto" Canadian" companies." However," unlike" these" public"
regulation"proposals,"Bill"CV323"does"not"try"to"create"a"blended"standard;"instead"it"would"
simply" apply" public" international" law." Moreover," the" Bill" does" not" concern" itself" with"
company"financing."Rather," in"the"framework"of"a"civil"claim," it"contemplates"a"monetary"
sanction" that" would" also" serve" as" a" remedy" for" victims," assuming" that" they" are" able" to"
effectively"enforce"such"an"order.""
"
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Although"Bill" CV323’s"proponents" compare" it" to" the"Alien#Tort#Claims#Act" (ATCA)91" in" the"
United" States," it" contains" at" least" one" significant" difference," namely" it" reverses" the"
traditional"burden"of"proof"on"the"question"of"jurisdiction,"thereby"creating"a"presumption"
in" favor" of" extraVterritorial" jurisdiction." Typically" in" international" tort" actions," claimants"
must" prove" that" the" court" considering" the" claim" has" jurisdiction" according" to" the"
international" private" law" doctrine" of" forum# non\conveniens." This" burden" has" created" a"





On" its" face," Bill" CV323" appears" to" resolve" many" of" the" concerns" raised" by" the" foreign"
operations" of" Canadian"mining" companies." It" would" theoretically" include" every" violation"
conceivably"captured"by"the"full"range"of"Canada’s"international"human"rights"obligations."
Further," it"would"hold"Canadian"companies"to"account" in"a"proceeding"with"the"potential"
to" provide" a" remedy" to" the" victims." Of" course," on" the" other" hand" there" are" potential"








duty" of" any" kind" for" the" Canadian" state" with" regard" to" either" the" corporation" or" civil"
society." Rather," it" constructs" a" direct" relationship" of" human" rights" obligations" between"
these" latter" two" entities." The" problem" at" hand" becomes" an" issue" between" two" private"
parties,"the"corporation"and"the"community,"yet"ironically"this"conflict" is"governed"by"the"
state’s" international" human" rights" commitments." The" state" is" not" present," while" its"
commitments"are.""
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By" eliminating" the" state" from" the" equation," in" a" certain" sense" Bill" CV323" represents" the"
privatization"of"the"problematic"discussed"in"the"opening"of"this"paper."As"such,"a"question"














provide" fodder" for" further" research" and" reflection." The" first" relates" to" these" proposals’"








focuses" on" federal" government" contracts"with" companies" through" EDC." By" reducing" the"
discussion"of"“government"support”"to"a"question"of"loan"financing,"these"proposals"take"a"
marketVbased" view" of" the" state" that" equates" its" potential" regulatory" and" moral"







proponents"and"activists." These"groups"passionately" seek" to"prevent"and" remedy"human"
rights" violations" committed" against" communities" in" developing" countries" and" to" hold"
Canadian"mining"companies"to"account"in"this"regard."Yet"each"of"the"proposals"contains"a"
certain"disjunction"between"its"broadly"stated"human"rights"standards"and"objectives,"and"
the" marketVbased" sanction" or" method" chosen" as" a" means" for" achieving" this" objective."
Given" the" economic" and" social" context" described" in" this" paper’s" introduction," it" remains"
doubtful" whether" or" not" the" financing" and" investment" sanctions" proposed" would" be"










social" account”" would" reveal" the" fascinating" and" sophisticated" political" calculations" and"





method" of" resistance" “from" below”" to" dominate"models" of" economic" globalization." The"
question" that" drives" this" research" is" how" the" law"might" be" of" use" to" those"who" do" not"







To" explore" this" question"more" fully," the" theories" of" action," resistance" and" social" change"
that"animate"these"strategies"must"be"clearly"identified."These"theories"must"be"built"on"a"





abroad," critical" research" and" thinking" is" required" to" elucidate" the" full" extent" of" the"
relationship" between" the" Canadian" state," the" market," and" Canadian" mining" companies."
Indeed," the" aspiration" of" any" activistVoriented" conceptual" reflection," such" as" the" one"
pursued" here," is" to" make" a" contribution" capable" of" informing" political" strategy" and"
innovation.""
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Looming" in" the" background" of" this" discussion" is" the" specter" of" the" Canadian" CSR" Policy,"
which" sends" the" disconcerting" signal" that" the" federal" government" of" the" day" views" civil"
society" as" the" problem" or," stated" in" market" terms," as" the" source" of" risk." The" present"
challenge"to"this"policy"is"the"total"pragmatism"represented"by"Bill"CV323,"where"the"state,"
and" any" concomitant" regulatory" question," is" eliminated" in" favor" of" the" effective"
privatization"of"the"issues"in"the"form"of"a"legislated"civil"law"cause"of"action."We"can"only"
hope"that"this"(mis)alignment"of"visions"does"not"allude"to"a"loss"of"faith"in"the"possibility"
of" engaging" productively" with" the" regulatory" questions" that" are" crystallized" by" the"
contemporary"foreign"operations"of"Canadian"mining"companies."
 
